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Leader in Blast Cleaning Since

Fraser, Michigan 48026
PH:

(586) 296-5900

FAX:

(586) 296-5836

1951
TRINCO MASTER MODEL 60 X 48 SL/BP
with Trinco BP Dust Collector. Designed for intermittent blasting operations. The Trinco
BP Dust Collector vacuums the dust and contamination from the cabinet. Media is recycled
from the gun system to the hopper and back to the gun system.











Ruggedly built of 14 Gauge welded steel
Double floor - 1/8” Expandex steel plus Carbon screen
Trinco Tungsten carbide nozzle
Trinco safety enclosed floor valve blasting control
Trinco fluorescent lighting to eliminate shadows
and minimize energy usage
Trinco large 12”x24” safety glass window for excellent
visibility and increased operator efficiency
Air pressure regulator and gauge
Trinco easy change window frames
Trinco Neoprene gloves
Trinco Large side door - 20” x 36”
Inside
Depth
Width
Height

48”
60”
31”

Depth
Width
Height

74” Completely open 77”
65”
71”

Overall

Door Openings
Two (2)
Flip Top
Side Door

60” x 48”
20” x 36”

Shipping Weight
Approximately 740 Lbs.

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES:
Water Filter
Blow Off Gun
Auto Power Basket
Turntable
Spare Parts package
Abrasives

Also available with Trinco 800 CFM Dust Collector or Abrasive separator

TRINCO DRY BLAST APPLICATIONS
The applications of Trinco Cabinets are virtually limitless - cleaning, deburring, decorating, deflashing, etching,
finishing, honing, peening, etc. All of these uses and more con be accomplished easily with quick sweeps of the
gun nozzle. Scale, corrosion, old paint and other surface materials are removed in minutes leaving metal surfaces
free of foreign matter and contamination. Even tough mill scale is quickly and efficiently removed.
The usual operating pressure for the Trinco Dry Blast Cabinets is 85 PSI. The equipment utilizes a variety of
abrasives such as Trin Mixes, glass beads, aluminum oxide, silicon carbide, nut shells, etc. A multitude of
finishes are possible ranging from a micro-finish to a coarse-grade finish depending upon the specific media used.

Trinco Cabinets can apply the proper abrasive to provide the desired finish for each specific application.
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